
Abstract

The current development in administrative science and the 

effect of changes in technology and Knowledge in other 

sciences and the emergence  of new concepts and philosophies 

in political and economic aspects such as globalization and 

privatization and the emergence of new challenges which face 

organization corporations in the twenty first century all this 

requires the development of integrated an administrative  

visualization that relies on a defined clear philosophy which   

increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the administration 

and transforming it into an administration with a strategic 

dimension with a group of integrated intellectual analytical and 

humanization skills and an administration which  comprehends 

the internal , external and environmental changes and effects 

and adapting itself with them to infer the future of the 

organization.

On this research the researcher is trying to contribute in 

the solution  of the administration and it's patterns in the Gezira 

scheme which a effected in relatively in low production and 

chaotic administrative polices which spoiled the project and 

brought it to the brink of collapse it's a trial by the researcher to 

spot internal and external sites of defect surrounding the project.



The researcher adopted the holistic approach in  order final 

out the researches hypothesizes and trying to prove these 

hypothesizes. This research fakes a different  approach , he  

does not present a historical or documental  report for the 

development in the project only in its long journey but to shed 

light on administrative aspects which a effaced the growth 

development and the future of the project.

The researcher discussed the beginning of the 

establishment of the project, the inhabitants of the area land 

ownership and the nationalization of the project in 1950. And 

the period following Sudanaiztion in addition to the 

administrative structures  which organized  the vertical and the 

horizontal relation in the project.

The research also discusses the production relationships 

and agricultural rotations and their instability, individual 

account system , the problems of funding and marketing. The 

research also look up Sudan cotton Company considering the 

body responsible for sale and marketing of cotton in the Sudan.

After presentation and analysis of Data and questionnaires 

the researcher arrived at important recommendations the most 

important of which are:

1. Preparing an effective administrative structure which 

divides and organizes the vertical  and horizontal relations 



which meet the organization need for establishing the 

Gezira Scheme.

2. Appointment of senior administration with high degree of 

efficiency and integrity.

3. Keeping  politics away from the project.

4. The state should bear its responsibilities towards the 

project and provide  funds for it.


